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NAI-TALIM SKILL BASED LEARNING

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks:80

    

Note:- Attempt all the  questions. All questions carry equal
marks.

1

Unit-I

1. 
  

What is difference between freedom and autonomy which
factors affecting the autonomy of teachers.

/OR

P.T.O.
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Throw light on teacher autonomy and thier role to enrich-
ing the learning situation of students. How the autonomy
differ from accountability.



Unit-II

2. 
     

Differentiate the Non-formal education and informal edu-
cation. Clarify the role of both in student learning.

/OR

       


"Education for all children and school for all children" to
fulfilment of their educational process which type of edu-
cational programme are worked. Describe.
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Unit-III

3. 
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What are humanistic approach to education throw light
on objective and curriculum of humanistic approach.

/OR

3-H 
   

What is the concept of 3-H. Clarify how the curriculum
develop creativity and social harmony.

4

Unit-IV

4. 
 

Clarify the relevance of curriculum content to the lives of
children. Which type of help it provide to overcome write
value crisis.

/OR



 

How you develop thecurriculum content for Class IX?
Which type of suggestion you provide for energy crisis,
value crisis and gender sensitiation?
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Unit-V

5. 

Write down an essay on National Integration through Nai
Talim.

 /OR

          
 

Clarify the role of Nai Talim to develop value. What are
the utilization of Nai Talim in present scenario?


